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DATE
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VENUE

The Coal Loader Centre for Sustainability
2 Balls Head Drive, Waverton

The North Sydney Art Prize is produced by North Sydney Council.
Council thanks all the staff for their contribution including the Arts &
Culture team, Community Development for organising the event with
support from Open Space and Environmental Services.
The North Sydney Art Prize is an Arts & Culture team event

The North Sydney Art Prize is an Art Month Sydney 2017 event
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The following awards are sponsored by
North Sydney Council:
$14,000 Major Open Award
$1,000 Emerging Artist Award

North Sydney Council
gratefully acknowledges the
continued support of the
following sponsors:
$10,000 Award for
Sculpture sponsored by
DEXUS Property Group
DEXUS Property Group owns and manages
office, industrial and retail property across
Australia and creates modern workplaces
that inspire people to come to work
and feel a sense of community. DEXUS’s
development at 100 Mount Street promises
to be a defining landmark of North Sydney,
bringing premium office spaces to the
heart of North Sydney’s CBD.
www.dexus.com

$5,000 Site Specific Award
sponsored by Australian
Catholic University

$1,000 Award for Painting
sponsored by Mosman Art
Society Inc.

Within the Catholic Intellectual tradition
and acting in Truth and Love, Australian
Catholic University is committed to the
pursuit of knowledge, the dignity of the
human person and the common good
(The ACU Mission). www.acu.edu.au

Mosman Art Society fosters the
development, practice and love of art in
the community, running annual exhibitions
and activities throughout the year.
www.mosmanartsociety.org.au

$1,000 Work on/with Paper
Award sponsored by
Primrose Park Arts & Craft
Centre Inc.
Primrose Park Arts & Craft Centre
Inc. is a member based community
organisation promoting programs in
paper making, photography, bookbinding,
calligraphy, basketry and painting.
www.primrose-park.com.au
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$500 Award for Drawing
sponsored by The Royal Art
Society of NSW

ROYAL ART SOCIETY

OF NSW
The Royal Art Society of NSW was
founded in 1880 and continues to
support artists through a vibrant program of
weekly art classes and exhibitions.
www.royalart.com.au

FOREWORD
The North Sydney Art Prize is one of North Sydney Council’s most popular
community events. It is an opportunity to recognise the talents of many
local, regional and national artists as well as showcase our fantastic Coal
Loader Centre for Sustainability in Waverton.
This year’s Art Prize is bigger than ever, with entries from 360 artists. Of
these, 89 have been selected for inclusion. The standard is exceptionally
high and I am sure you will find this year’s exhibition exciting and enjoyable.
The lower north shore community is passionate about the arts and we
believe that the Art Prize is a significant cultural event that will not just
appeal to our local community, but to the wider arts community of our
city. Council is pleased to continue its support for two of the Art Prize
awards: the Major Open Award to the value of $14,000 and the Emerging
Artist Award to the value of $1,000.
We are very pleased to welcome DEXUS Property Group as a new sponsor
of the Award for Sculpture to the value of $10,000. We thank them for their
support and hope they will continue to be part of this major cultural event.
We are also pleased that the Australian Catholic University has committed
once again to sponsor the Site Specific Award to the value of $5,000.
Council sincerely appreciates the generous support of all the sponsors
including Primrose Park Arts and Craft Centre Incorporated, Mosman Art
Society Incorporated and the Royal Art Society of NSW and thank them
for their ongoing participation in the North Sydney Art Prize.
I would also like to acknowledge this year’s Judging Panel: Dr Oliver
Watts, Senior Lecturer, Sydney College of the Arts, University of Sydney,
Monica McMahon, Art Curator, Western Sydney University Art Collection
and Cassandra Hard Lawrie, Artist & Independent Curator. Judging is a
challenging and difficult task, however, the judges’ decisions are reached
with conviction and integrity.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the Council team under the leadership
of Alison Clark who has brought this event together. Once again, it has
been beautifully curated and I know you will be inspired and delighted
as you make your way through the site.
Enjoy!
Councillor Jilly Gibson, Mayor of North Sydney
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CURATORIAL COMMENT
The curatorial theme aims at inspiring artists
working across a range of media to explore
divergent concepts while simultaneously
encouraging a deeper engagement with the
overarching principles of the exhibition site
at the Coal Loader Centre for Sustainability.
The Coal Loader was opened in 2011 as
a major regional resource showcasing
sustainability innovation and is an important
community hub for Council’s extensive range
of environmental programs. Located adjacent
to Ball’s Head Reserve this remarkable site of
industrial heritage has played a significant role
in establishing the North Sydney Art Prize as
a leading contemporary regional arts event
and has firmly placed North Sydney Council
on the cultural map.
Within this context the curatorial brief invited
artists to respond to one of the following:
- address a local or global issue broadly
related to the curatorial theme;
- respond to a cultural, historical, social or
physical aspect of the Coal Loader site.
360 artists responded to the curatorial brief
and while this reflects an increase in the
popularity of the North Sydney Art Prize, the
volume of entries is also symbolic of a deeper
concern with issues related to sustainability
and the environment. Significantly, it reflects
the growing number of artists engaging with
multiple processes and practices to comment
on broader universal themes, and serves as a
timely reminder of our collective responsibility
in a fragile and finite environment.
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Of the 89 selected entries, 45 sculptures
and installations are scattered throughout
the grounds of the Coal Loader, surrounding
parklands and three tunnels. For the first time
nine chambers adjacent to tunnel one have
been utilised, providing an opportunity to
place site-related works in a rare post industrial
setting. The inventive response to these
unique locales is testimony to the inspiration
drawn from the Coal Loader, as well as the
extraordinary ingenuity of the artists who
exploit a range of new technologies and
media to enlighten, engage and challenge us.
The Caretakers Cottage, Artist Studio,
Workshop and Mess Hall also accommodate
44 paintings, works on paper, scultpures, new
media and installation based works. Whilst
providing a broader view of contemporary
visual practice, collectively they transform
these historic dwellings into hubs of creative
inspiration inviting the local community and
visiting public to contemplate the vulnerability,
beauty and astonishing resilience of the world
around us.
The North Sydney Art Prize continues to grow
providing opportunities for local, regional
and national artists to showcase some of the
best in contemporary art. I sincerely thank
the artists who have participated in this
year’s exhibition for their vision, passion and
contribution to the ongoing success of this
major cultural event.
Alison Clark
Team Leader Arts & Culture, North Sydney Council

SELECTION PANEL
Dr Oliver Watts, Senior Lecturer, Sydney College of the Arts,
University of Sydney
Oliver Watts is an artist, writer and academic. He is a director of Chalk
Horse Gallery and has been involved in the advocacy of emerging art
through curating and artist run spaces. He is currently a lecturer at the
Sydney College of the Arts, University of Sydney and was involved in
establishing First Draft Gallery, an Artist Run Initiative hub that supports
the development of emerging and experimental artistic practice through
its programs.

Monica McMahon, Art Curator, Western Sydney University Art
Collection
Monica McMahon has been the Western Sydney University Art Curator
since 2002 and during this period she has established four galleries on its
campuses. She is the exhibition program manager for all the following
Western Sydney University galleries; Margaret Whitlam Galleries (Parramatta
Campus), Australia - China Institute for Arts and Culture Gallery (Parramatta),
Margot Hardy Gallery (Bankstown Campus) and the Western Sydney
University Art Gallery (Werrington North, Penrith Campus) which are
recognized public galleries. Monica is the artistic director of the Western
Sydney University Acquisitive Sculpture Award and Exhibition established
in 2004. She is also the curator of the University’s permanent art collection,
responsible for it’s promotion, development, research and management.

Cassandra Hard Lawrie, Artist & Independent Curator
Cassandra Hard Lawrie is an Independent Curator, Sculptor and Installation
Artist who has exhibited at the Tin Sheds, Incinerator Art Space, UWS
Gallery, SCA Galleries, Penrith Regional Gallery, Government House
and Laperouse Museum. She has curated numerous themed art prizes,
including the International Women’s Day Art Prize in 2013-16, and the
Sustainable Waste 2 Art Prize in 2014-16. Cassandra has designed and
developed numerous themed exhibitions for galleries including See
Street Gallery, Peacock Gallery and Warringah Creative Space. She has
curated-large scale public art exhibitions, such as Insitu 11 and 13 and
Sculpture in the Vineyards 2010. Cassandra has been the Curator of
HIDDEN: Rookwood Cemetery Sculpture Walk since 2011.
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EXTERIOR WORKS

Located across the grounds, surrounding parkland, Tunnel 1, 2, 3 & Chambers

Patricia Baldwin
Seggebruch

1

mild steel
200 x 60 x 350cm
$18,000

cardboard, plaster
bandage, encaustic & tar
9 x 11 x 56cm
$2,500

Calling the Coal Loader tunnels disused is
accurate, but incomplete. Their current state
is anything but inactive. They are vital to
the birth of new work elsewhere; my forms
exhibit this. They arise from the inspiration
these tunnels manifest. I create anew from
the creativity these tunnels generate in me.

2

No Comment
sandstone
100 x 90 x 7.5cm
$4,500

No Comment questions the sustainability
of living in a digital culture of constant
information overload. The work was made in
2016, a year now notorious for the volume of
global atrocities hitting us via social media,
to which, No Comment became a reasonable
response.

An ever changing world sees beast and
humans competing while environmental
pressures create instability. Struggling, the
environment and inhabitants face difficult
times ahead, giving cause to rethink this
broken path. Expressing this stability, the tiger
embodies the onslaught of human activity,
while both are balanced, it is a Fragile Balance.

Mark Booth

4

Frog skin
U-PVC pipe,
polyethylene vinyl
wrap, polyurethane
& steel
132 x 230 x 173cm
$15,900

Frog skin comprises of large manufactured pipes
that directly reference the industrial heritage
and mass-production associated with the Coal
Loader. It also relates physically to its immediate
surroundings by being ‘wedged’ into one of
the disused tunnels on site.
Represented by Conny Dietzschold Gallery
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3

Fragile Balance

What remains from
lost material

Lucy Barker

Joseph Bartolo

Kassandra Bossell

5

Crossroads

Crossroads is drawn out of the coal tunnels in a
sign of pure water and change – the dragonfly.
We stand at a crossroads in our treatment
of the ecosystems with whom we share the
planet. How would things look to a dragonfly?

6

Charm Bracelet

ceramic, bricks, rocks,
wood, charcoal,
animal bones, shells
& paint
dimensions variable
POA

Gathering Shadows considers our interdependence with site histories (indigenous,
animal, geological) and the potential future
consequences of our collective actions and
inaction towards environmental ecologies.
Site ruptures, dis-ruptures, surface wounds and
healing are investigated. The work explores
clay as a media shaped by human touch and
ceramic traditions of containment.

steel & ceramic
120 x 120 x 30cm
$1,900

This sculpture acknowledges the use of animal
parts for human adornment and highlights
that this practice has placed many animals in
an endangered state. This is symptomatic of a
mentality that the natural world is a resource
for our bemusement and that this beauty
can somehow be captured in this imaginary
charm bracelet.
Represented by Robin Gibson Gallery

7

Gathering Shadows

bamboo, cane &
fabrics
200 x 700 x 700cm
$8,000

Richard Byrnes

Suzanne Davey

Nicole de Mestre

8

Oyster midden-it’s
fantastic
recycled fan covers
dimensions variable
NFS

Existing signage indicates that middens are
located around the Coal Loader site. Much
can be discovered about the nature of a
community from what it discards. Just as
middens provide insights into Aboriginal
culture, future inhabitants will learn much
from expanding landfill sites-the middens of
our wasteful society.
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Troy Donovan

9

Bronze lens I, Bronze
lens II

Positioned in Jacaranda Square two bronze
cubes formed with a viewing hole invites
visitors to approach and view Balls Head Bay
in a unique way. The lens like penetration is
inspired by the proportions of box brownie
and current digital photography. In use, the
sculpture becomes a filter framing views
selected by the artist.

10

Ghostly Blooms
porcelain & copper wire
2200 x 30 x 2300cm
POA

The botanical name for flannel flowers is
Actinotus Helianthi. Actinotus is derived from
the Greek word meaning ‘spoke of wheel’. It
suggests the site’s industrial history of storing
fuel that kept the wheels of industry powered.
Helianthi after the Sunflower genus suggests
the idea that solar energy is an alternative.
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11

Come Forth
into the Light
of Things, Let
Nature be your Teacher

bronze & stainless steel
160 x 12.5 x 12.5cm
$2,200 each

Helen Earl

Lucy East

glass fresnel lenses, metal & plastic stakes
dimensions variable
NFS

The filtering process of natural wetlands
can teach us much about dealing with
pollutants. Fresnel lenses draw our gaze to
learn of Nature’s ready wealth. The title quotes
William Wordsworth’s poem ‘The Tables
Turned’ - Sweet is the lore which Nature brings;
Our meddling intellect Mis-shapes the beauteous
forms of things.

Mark Facchin

12

Vent
digital video
56sec, looped
POA

Vent: 1. An outlet for gas or air. 2. To give
expression to emotion, vent anger or
frustration.

Gloria Florez

13

Living Tapestry

Within and without

UV resistant red
bonded polyester
thread
dimensions variable
$7,000

Living Tapestry portrays a multitude of red
threads forming a dense net entwined
around the bridge, forming a platform for the
audience to cross into a ceremonial metaphor
of connectivity, reflecting our intimate and
complex relationship with the universe.

Gloria Florez

Kath Fries

15

14

WE II
kombucha
bacterium
monoprint on corn & cabbage tree bark
handmade paper collaged on 360 gsm
Fabriano paper
937 x 140cm
$8,000

The symbiotic relationship of all living forms
within the universe inspired the creation
of WE II. This cosmological conversation of
interconnectivity, invites viewers to explore its
multiple layers of textures, forms and subtle
colours.

beeswax, growing
oyster mushrooms
(Pleurotus ostreatus),
wood chip, straw,
water & humidifier
dimensions variable
NFS

Although fungi and insects are often
overlooked or dismissed as pests, they are
actually essential for sustaining bio-diverse
ecosystems. Within and without conjures
mycorestoration processes, where fungi
are used to rehabilitate contaminated
environments. Underground, the mushroom
mycelium absorbs pollutants and facilitates
robust soil foundation, nurturing the
regeneration and balanced interdependence
of plants, insects, animals and humans.
Photo credit: Anne Zahalka

Adam Galea

16

High horse
fibreglass, resin,
wood & exterior
paint
200 x 100 x 50cm
$4,000

In medieval times, a person’s rank was reflected
by the size of the horse they rode. A person
of importance would ride a larger and much
taller horse than one ridden by commoners.
Not much has changed since then.
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Jane Gillings

17

Froth and Bubble

The age of coal is giving way to the age of
plastic. As we wean ourselves off one, another
emerges as a far greater threat to the health of
the planet. Froth and Bubble - trouble.

18

Lyrical 2
painted steel
67 x 103 x 60cm
$4,500

Lyrical 2 sings of the lost era of ships and coal
- and the lives of the people entwined with
them. It’s melodies reflect the rhythm of the
breezes, ever-changing waters and the peace
of the surrounding parkland. The touch of red
highlights both past dangers and a passion
for change.
Represented by trafficjamgalleries

19

Material
Encounters

recycled milk
bottles
dimensions
variable
$3,000

Jenny Green

Misha Harrison
recycled plastic
straws, driftwood,
pinecones, tar & recycled glass
250 x 400 x 400cm
$10,000

Material Encounters is an exploration of the
precarious balance and long-standing tensions
between durability and impermanence,
recovery and loss, utopia and dystopia. This
installation responds to global issues such
as the mass production of plastic and its
impacts on natural systems. Reminiscent of a
subterranean environment, Material Encounters
manipulates synthetic and natural objects to
explore an imagined dystopian landscape.

David Hashimoto
and Gabrielle
Bates

20

Silent Spirals
clear acrylic perspex & wire
dimensions variable
$1500 small, $2500 medium, $5000 large

The Silent Spirals act as reminders of the everpresent threat of mining to our planet’s natural
resources and environment. When activated
by wind, they generate a motion reminiscent
of industrial drills, their ghostly forms pointing
to memories of extinct plant species and the
secrecy often associated with multi-national
mining operations.
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Pim Hodge

21

Insect Eggs

23

Flush it!

wood, metal &
ceramics
22 x 45 x 27cm
NFS

found objects
100 x 500 x 500cm
POA

In this work I have concentrated on the eggs
of the Lacewing. In reality they are so tiny
as to be almost invisible, each egg has its
own little stalk which is finer than a human
hair. The Lacewing are a brilliant example of
sustainability within nature.

Odette Ireland

Akira Kamada

Where does it come from? Where does it
go? It is so easy to consume and dispose
of vast quantities of things, without ever
knowing where they end up, but at every
stage of the consumer chain, our flush-it-away
mentality causes irretrievable damage to the
environment and the climate.

24

22

Common Ground
ceramic & mixed
media
200 x 250 x 100cm
NFS

This allegorical work of 13 tree-like forms
celebrates our community’s cultural diversity
and explores the themes associated with
connection/disconnection to place. The
work references my family background and
demonstrates metaphorically how difference
and disparity can form a cohesive, peaceful
family and community.

Karen Manning
Cardiospermum
Grandiflorum
wire, chiffon, fabric
netting, cotton
thread & leaves
dimensions variable
$2,000

Cardiospermum Grandiflorum is a declared
noxious weed in the control area of North
Sydney Council. Made using a medley of
translucent fabric and preserved leaves,
my piece attempts to highlight the fragility
and innate prettiness of this vine while
simultaneously addressing the damage it
does to the native environment.
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Nerine Martini

25

Between Certainties

Between Certainties is a poetic response to the
uncertainties of our time as well as a personal
reflection of memories of home, belonging
and displacement. This sculpture deals with
elements of opposition. An anchor represents
security and safety: to be anchored. However,
this sculpture is covered in checkered plastic,
the type that is associated with cheap carryall bags, evocative of poverty and mobility.
Represented by trafficjamgalleries

26

Ancient city
mining slag (pre
WWl), coral, steel &
horse hair
230 x 200 x 120cm
NFS

The found objects I use come with an
inheritance - they shriek and cry, some charged,
others empty. In copper mining, ponies carted
up to 350kg of slag, occasionally tumbling
down steep slopes and perishing. This horse
tail, coral and slag resonate mysteriously within
the Coal Loader site to bring the past forward.
Represented by Defiance Gallery
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27

We are all the
Same

plywood & woven
plastic
104 x 187 x 132cm
$8,000

Ingrid Morley

Ro Murray and
Mandy Burgess
hydro stone, hessian
& wire
120 x 200 x 400cm
$10,000

The appalling cost of conflict confronts us
daily from our news feeds. The loss of life,
dispersion of communities, destruction
of the built and natural environment and
diversion of economic resources is enormous
and continuing. Here we highlight personal
trauma, in particular the human rights of
refugees and asylum seekers.

Ro Murray

28

No Place for Children
painted plywood
dimensions variable
$7,800

There are a few places we think children
shouldn’t be, like warzone areas and detention
centres. Despite this belief, we’ve seen what’s
really happening through world and local news
footage covering Aleppo, Don Dale and Nauru.
I wouldn’t want this for my grandchildren.

Rod Nash

29

Stoker

31

Pass to the present

steel & mechanical
components
350 x 130 x 150cm
$39,000

steel & copper coated
concrete
380 x 240 x 200cm
$18,000

Stoker is an interactive kinetic sculpture
reminiscent of an antiquated steam engine.
Socially engineered to challenge coal
base powered electricity generation with
renewable energy resources. Creating an
equilibrium between how the residue of the
past and the future collide. Inviting you to
participate in the effort of alternative power
production for environmental sustainability to
fuel and propel modern civilization.

Kevin Norton

Denese Oates

30

Farmborough Hill
painted steel
213 x 90 x 120cm
$15,000

Farmborough Hill is the name of a road nearby
to where I live. Light industry surrounds the
area - recycling centres, scrap yards and
industrial suppliers. I get to have more than
just lumps, lines and planes. The colour of
the sculpture is the orange of sunrise, my
favourite time; new day; new beginnings. The
three elements atop the sculpture resemble
a cockatoo’s crest, dishevelled but still the
jaunty bird.

Pass to the present is a work referring to the
rich past of the Coal Loader and a homage
to the workers who toiled there. The recycled
steel bar and copper coated concrete bones
reference the Coal Loader structure and the
people whose presence can still be felt as one
wanders through the tunnels.
Represented by Stella Downer Fine Art

Mark O’Ryan

32

Steel Life
steel, aluminium
& copper
50 x 180 x 180cm
$3,000

From the local Cammeraygal people, through
coal workers, to the current community
centre, this site has been a place to sit and
talk. Steel Life evokes this history. A setting
designed to invite dialogue between people
in the community. A setting for creativity that
inspires and remembers.
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John Petrie

33

Melt

brass, polished gold
& clear gloss
86 x 76 x 15cm
$4,500

Melt evokes the physical reality of the great ice
melt that is underway across our planet. At the
present rate of decline it is imaginable that,
in the not too distant future, pockets of ice in
rocky shadows will be the only reminders of
the world as we knew it.

34

The heart shaped sculpture Brangelina,
representing the ultimate celebrity power
couple Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie, acts as a
graphic logo for their iconic consumer brand.
The glossy allure and shiny materiality of the
two dimensional, golden surface alludes
to an aspirational, global culture with a
rapacious desire for new media, products
and commodities.

Trap
steel, wood,
gold leaf &
coal
40 x 100 x 240cm
$18,000

Trap embodies the seductive nature of greed.
This gilded oversize trap holds coal as the bait.
Coal is a cheap and dirty energy from which
Australians profit. We are now all aware that
burning coal is increasing global warming and
to continue to do so will lead to catastrophic
results. Greed still holds sway.
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35

Brangelina

sandstone & marble
dust compound
40 x 500 x 400cm
NFS

Louis Pratt

Alun Rhys Jones

Alan Rose

36

Geometrica
wood, recycled
polystyrene & acrylic
paint
152 x 152 x 8cm
$4,000

My sculpture practice involves repetitive
geometric shapes, and how they can create
amalgams of form and field through their
placement and lighting.

Liz Shreeve

37

Changes

Alma Studholme

39

Light & Shadow
Forms

torn & curled paper
on constructed
paper form
49cm diameter
NFS

ceramic stoneware
dimensions variable
$9,000 ($2,000-$3,500 each)

Things change. Nothing is set in stone. Over
time even stones change. Materials decay and
break down to their elements. Landscapes
build up and wear down. Cultures evolve.
This paper sculpture, its design, construction
and decay is a metaphor for the history of the
Coal Loader site.

The organic woven structure of the installation
references links that exist between the
sandstone Coal Loader tunnels and the
surrounding natural environment. The
changing light and shadows play on the forms
much in the same way as the light from the
outside world interacts with the darkness of
the tunnels.

Represented by Defiance Gallery

Skunk Control

38

Decipher
LEDs, motors,
electronics, plastics,
wood & metal
60 x 60 x 25cm
$7,900

Decipher considers a landscape in constant
change. Viewing from different vantage points
further instigates change. It explores how
questions and their answers are considered
differently depending on where we are in our
lives. These altered interpretations inform our
lives and allow us to better understand the
personal journeys of others.

Jayanto Damanik
Tan

40

Homage
ceramic, clear &
satin glazes
dimensions variable
$150 each

This installation is a response to migration
issues. It draws on Tan’s personal experience as
a migrant and it is a reminder of the lost lives
of boat people. Gathering the bowls in the
Coal Loader, Jayanto asks the spirit of nature
to leave their lost souls in peace.
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Janet Tavener

41

Vein

Jacek Wańkowski
PrayerTwo

gypsum cement,
gold leaf paint &
found cake stands
70 x 150 x 80cm
$5,500

stainless steel, epoxy
paint & corten
weathered steel
155 x 84 x 50cm
$8,000

My art practice explores the changing
nature of consumption and distribution in
contemporary and colonial Australia. The work
challenges societies attempt to control nature,
sacrificing diversity for homogeneity, quality
for quantity and tenacity for predictability exposing and highlighting the cracks in our
modern food chain.

A metaphor for the artefacts, debris, plant
and animal remains which comprise the
flotsam and jetsam found on our beaches
and shoreline; T S Eliot “Where is there an end
to the drifting wreckage, the prayer of the
bone on the beach, the unprayable Prayer at
the calamitous annunciation?”

Exhibiting artist with May Space

Jacek Wańkowski
Ingrid van der Aa

42

Inhabitat
treated termite nest
blocks & perspex
mirror
120 x 145 x 120cm
$2200 ($22 each)

With Inhabitat, ‘building blocks’ of termitenest material have been re-engineered into
a new embodiment, a shelter or a boundary.
The mirror questions how big or solid this wall
actually is. It is about a safe place, and also
about connection through the permeable
wall. It is also about possibly destroying it,
to readapt a dwelling elsewhere and keep
interaction going.
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43

44

PrayerFour
stainless steel, epoxy
paint & corten
weathered steel
155 x 52 x 68cm
$9,500

A metaphor for the artefacts, debris, plant
and animal remains which comprise the
flotsam and jetsam found on our beaches
and shoreline; T S Eliot “Where is there an end
to the drifting wreckage, the prayer of the
bone on the beach, the unprayable Prayer at
the calamitous annunciation?”

Miho Watanabe

45

PetBottle
Phenomenon
PET bottles, LED
lights, batteries &
perspex
dimensions variable
$35 each ($250 for 10)

PET bottles are often re-used and re-filled - its
phenomenon is our unknown realm of plastic.
Fluorescent coloured, sharp edged materials
glowing inside PET Bottles is a metaphor
for unknown substances submerged and
unknowingly kept in our bodies.
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Located across the grounds, surrounding parkland, tunnel 1, 2 & 3
and chambers

WORKS 1-45
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INTERIOR WORKS

Located in the Caretakers Cottage, Artist Studio, Workshop & Mess Hall

Francis Allan

46

Pathway to
Extinction

48

Gathered

watercolour
60 x 80cm
$1,400

No smarter ways of mining coal, burning it or
repairing the land? Sadly coal is on the road
to nowhere. Pathway to Extinction graphically
captures this journey; an old fossil fuel silently
stumbling it’s way along the Coal Loader
Wharf towards an uncertain future.

Mary-Anne Barnes

Lee Bethel

47

natural material and
graphite on hand cut
& folded paper
80 x 56cm
$2,050

Gathered uses simple and sustainable
materials. A reworked, cut and folded paper
drawing with foraged spines and seed caps.
The order and placement of the collected
natural material is in stark contrast to nature’s
random act of scattering yet referencing the
industrial architectural origins of the Coal
Loader site.
Represented by The Egg and Dart Gallery

Here
timber, linen thread,
plywood, Moulin de
Larroque paper, ink
& mapping pins
255 x 90 x 90cm
NFS

This artwork is inspired by geographical,
historical, social and metaphorical aspects
of The Coal Loader site. The ethereal plumb
bob, a metaphor for bygone industry, is
suspended over a map and co-ordinates of
this site. The base alludes to coal dust and
Aboriginal history and pinpoints this special
meeting place.
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Megan Bryant

49

Transmute Yourself
from Dead Stones
photographic panel
80 x 80cm
NFS

Transmute Yourself from Dead Stones is an
exploration of the processes of transformation.
Upon visiting and exploring the current Coal
Loader Centre site, I was struck by the way its
existence was a testament to change. My work
seeks to represent the alchemical processes
that occur in biotic forms, both naturally and
unnaturally, mirroring the perpetual change
that seems to charge all life forms.

Lucinda Chambers

50

Untitled

52

Birdscarer

acrylic on linen with
thread
80 x 80cm
$4,000

c-type photographic
print
76 x 76 x 4cm
$650 unframed

I paint weeds as introduced plants from
different places. I am interested in the idea
of gardens and nature, what is natural and
the human hand in it all. Plant imagery rises
out of the (coal) black with sections stitched
and mended using thread. Paint washed on
and suggestive of more detail.

Ranulfo Concon

Patrick Cremin

51

Ark
acrylic on canvas
76 x 61cm
NFS

When the world has fallen a couple escapes
on a small boat taking with them a future
they can hopefully reignite one day. The Coal
Loader is like an ark, it seeks regeneration. The
polar bear on a melting ice floe symbolises
the damage wrought by climate change. It’s
ark is sinking.

Birdscarer presents a greyscale vision of
the top of a fortified wall within the inner
Sydney urban landscape. In this instance, the
birdscarer becomes metaphorical for broader
urban concerns of division, defence and decay
inside the tight confines of the city.

Sofie Dieu

53

Vortex
ink on Awagami
bamboo paper
75 x 55.5cm
$850

Vortex is an emotional landscape that attempts
to show the invisible, the flow of our emotions
and the impact that nature has on us. I believe
that our environment shapes us as human
beings. Landscapes are more than a “thing”
outside our home, they live within us.
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Dana Dion

54

between the trees
of balls head

paper & cellophane
28 x 28 x 4cm
NFS

The Coal Loader and its interaction with nature
motivates me to paint: new and old rocks,
branches and leaves, everything in flux. Old
merging into new – a slow regeneration. The
goal is to improve and refine – incorporating
the best of the past into possibilities of the
future.

55

Extinct Remains
oil on canvas
30.5 x 30.5cm
$200

Incandescent bulbs convert more energy
into heat than light. Phasing out these bulbs
and switching to more efficient light sources
saves Australia around 2.6 terawatt-hours of
electricity every year. The incandescent bulb
will become a relic of an earlier time, overtaken
by more efficient and sustainable technology.
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56

The Flow of
Wildness, Vol. 1

acrylic on canvas
71 x 71cm
$1,980

Sarah Drury

Chloe Edwards

These bowls were assembled from circles
cut by hand from a book of photographs of
the Galapagos Islands. I was intrigued by the
scientific poetry and the colour of the old
reproductions. Paper, the ephemeral material,
from which the work is made is intended to
draw attention to the fragility of life.

Stephen Hall

57

Response on Location
1 (The Coal Loader
Waverton early-midafternoon Sunday
23/10/2016)
ink & watercolour on cotton paper
42 x 29cm
$760

For this work, I responded while on the site to
its various details by spontaneously producing
ink and watercolour fragments intuitively
placed on the page. An aspect of the site I
was interested in capturing was it’s constant
evolution and the juxtaposition of the organic
and the industrial.

Stephen Hall

58

Response on Location
2 (Coal Loader
Waverton midafternoon Sunday
23/10/2016)

Nathalie HartogGautier
I Had a Dream
digital print on archival
watercolour paper,
gouache, acrylic & ink
38 x 28cm
$700

ink and watercolour on cotton paper
42 x 29cm
$760

This work was done immediately after the
previous work, also in the exhibition, and
follows the same concept and intentions
making them strongly related to each other.
New responses to different fragments while
at the site is all that divides them.

A CO2 sample from Cape Grim, Tasmania,
gives a frightening reading of 401,42ppm.
One of the consequences is an average 22.5
million people in the world, displaced by
environmental related events.

Di Holdsworth
Melissa Hartley

60

59

The Empress
acrylic on gesso board
61 x 46cm
$1,950

Traditionally thought of as red, Shade of Pale
is a hybrid of the Waratah, adding curiosity,
asking us to stop and consider the familiar.
It echoes global concerns for dramatically
declining honeybee populations, illustrating
the fragility of time and it’s transience and
highlights the turbulent relationship man has
with nature.

61

Fair Play
found and reconstructed
objects, found and
handmade mechanical
parts & LEDs
52 x 32 x 35cm
$2,000

This mechanical assemblage is based on the
idea of a carnival shooting gallery - exploring
the whimsy and darkness of fairgrounds. Fair
Play becomes a metaphor for our human
needs and enjoyment of the luxuries and
lifestyle of industrialisation juxtaposed against
the impact that these processes have on the
environment.
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Rhiannon Hopley

62

Foreshore
Remnant

steel and aluminium
armature, paper mache,
found objects & oil
paint
82 x 37 x 30cm
$2,500

Coal mining and fossil fuels have been
used throughout history as a primary
energy resource, with damaging levels of
consumption. Foreshore Remnant, is symbolic
of times passed, our desire to change and an
attempt at freeing ourselves from the alarming
future that might envelop our environment.

My sculpture began with an armature of
aluminium and steel. Found objects were
added. Many layers of recycled paper
(paper mache) were then added until the
structure was three dimensional and surface
embellishments fully developed. The work
was then painted to emphasise the character
of the work.

63

One minute to
midnight
mixed media on
aluminium
80 x 60cm
$900

My work depicts the plight of the rare and
endangered numbat. Now extinct throughout
most of its native Australia, it exists only in
a small area of southwest WA. Numbat
numbers have declined drastically since the
first European settlers arrived in Australia due
to development, land-clearing for agriculture
and predation by cats and foxes. The old
photographic style echoes the iconic and
tragic photograph of the last Tasmanian Tiger
in the Hobart Zoo taken in 1936.
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64

Belerion

photographic print
on Ilford Galerie
Smooth Pearl Fine Art paper
51 x 76cm
$720

Judy Hungerford

Nola Jones

Josephine
Josephsen

65

Suffering from
Solastalgia 2.
Timber Jetty
Berry’s Bay
charcoal & ink on paper
80 x 78cm
$800

While nostalgia is a yearning for things familiar
from our past, solastalgia is the anxiety caused
by the loss of our immediate environment, a
new concept in human health and identity
which we seek to remedy by preserving and
restoring objects, structures and practices
that remind us of our history.

Bridget Kennedy

66

Choice Mate - Site 5

Simon Maberley
Ouroboros for the
Anthropocene

beeswax, pigments,
soil, found objects,
gold leaf, fools gold,
an ounce of gold,
bookshelf, books &
plinth
200 x 200 x 5cm
Free - a participatory work

glass, steel, petrol
pump nozzle, liquid,
water pump & wooden plinth
200 x 140 x 60cm
$3,700

An iterative participatory installation, Choice
Mate utilises notions of disintegration and
archive to challenge assumptions of cultural
and material value. Inspired by time spent
at an historic gold mining town where the
choice had been made to destroy one thing of
beauty (the land) in exchange for the chance
of finding another, Choice Mate offers this same
conundrum.

Ouroboros, the self-devouring serpent, is
an ancient symbol representing the cyclical
nature of life and death. Chemist August
Kekulé described his eureka moment when
he realized the structure of benzene, which
he likened to Ouroboros. Benzene is also a
key component of petroleum and known
human carcinogen.

Debbie Mackinnon
Ruth Li

68

67

Tower I
celadon glaze
on Jingdezhen
porcelain
33 x 24 x 24cm
$2,500

A contemporary tower of Babel, a symbol of
our ambitious desire to play God built on the
foundation of consumerist culture, I’ve taken
familiar scientific objects to symbolize our
unsustainable and unhealthy technologies
and thrown them together as the building
blocks of a crumbling trophy - that has already
begun to tilt.

69

Too Soon To Know
oil on board
61 x 62 x 4cm
NFS

Climate change is heating up our ocean
planet. Tides ebb and flow over the Sydney
rock platforms, those delicate boundaries
between land and sea. My pink underpainting
references the heat underneath the ocean. The
light sparkling off the water is blinding us to
our unknown and uncertain future.
Represented by me.Artspace
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Tania Maria
Mastroianni

70

ceramics, gold, silver
and bronze metal gilding, urine, human
hair, satin ribbon, cotton, silk, glass, plastic
beads, glass crystal jewels, porcelain dolls
& frankincense
dimensions variable
$5,000

Ars Moriendi (The Art of Dying) is a collection
of talisman or ex-voto offerings that could be
from another time or even another historical
site. Death is an emotive force and we are
still seeking a spiritual transcendence in a
finite world.

71

The Echo
glass paint on
polypropylene sheet
with an engraved
perspex overlay
65 x 80cm
$550

In the age of radical urbanisation, land is the
subject of constant exploitation; it never
maintains a constant form. However, its
intrinsic elements manage to retain their
continuous relevance to individuals because
we live our lives based on the morals and
values fostered by a culture/belief system
unique to the land.
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72

Industry on the
Harbour

Ars Moriendi (The
Art of Dying)

Rie Matsuura

Libby Mewing
acrylic on canvas
76 x 76 x 4cm
$1,100

This limited colour abstract depicts the
industrial foreshore around Waverton. The
intentional white raw canvas represents light
and air at the end of the dark and intriguing
tunnels of the coal loader, while subtle greens
give the suggestion of remaining parkland
and efforts to rehabilitate the environment.

Michael Purdy

73

Christmas in
Detention
timber, granite
& skateboard
components
70 x 60 x 60cm
$7,700

These weathered and wire-wrapped ‘toys’
evoke a dream of the typical Australian
Christmas turned into a nightmare. The
current mass displacement of people is clearly
a global problem but the answer surely lies
in compassionate treatment of each refugee
as an individual.
Represented by Maunsell Wickes Gallery

Matthew Quick

74

The Clarity of
Hindsight

76

Water Flow

oil on Italian linen
60 x 50 x 3cm
NFS

A statue is a broadcast from the past. Carrying
a message about a cultural aesthetic from a
vastly different world. The frozen ideals of
the creators are completely anachronistic to
current values in which all seems expedient
before the alter of fiscal accumulation. With
foresight, would they have made these works?
With hindsight, what should we make of them?
Represented by Nanda/Hobbs Contemporary

Nicole Robins

Anna Russell

75

Big Bad Banksia
Woman
fibre art using locally
sourced & grown
natural fibres
80 x 54 x 52cm
$1,950

Big Bad Banksia Woman is the product of a
sustainable art practice. Like most of my work,
it uses locally sourced plant materials - native,
exotic and weedy beauties. This piece also
pays homage to May Gibbs, whose much
loved character, the big bad banksia man has
always inspired me to dream and wander in
our beloved bush.

found paper, glue,
fabric, ink & cotton
thread
35 x 35 x 35cm
$700

The Coal Loader is embraced in water – an
essential, unstable and increasingly scarce
resource throughout the country. The harbour
sparkles, but below is silt. This work traces
the history of the underside, the tracks of
water through the soil and sand it holds
in suspension or deposited, along with
pollutants.

Jean Scott

77

Fragility of the
Foreshore
oil on canvas
60 X 60cm
$900

The industrial heritage and indigenous
history of this beautifully regenerated area
is contrasted with the devastating effects of
coal pollution - degradation of the sandstone,
pollution of cerulean blue skies, water
contamination affecting sea life. Hence my
response to the delicate balance of nature
and potentially damaging effects of climate
change.
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Ayano Seymour

78

Painted Street
#1 - Railway Pde,
Waverton

archival tissue &
tapioca glue
40 x 88 x 100cm
POA

The North Sydney district has nature around
every corner. Leaves and flower petals falling
to the ground are a visual reminder of the
steady life cycle. Painting plants inspires me
to develop a deeper understanding of nature
and its inbuilt sustainability.

79

Painted Street #3
- Blues Point Rd,
North Sydney
watercolour on
paper
22 x 25cm
$1,000

Camellia flowers fall from the bush while still
glorious and scatter upon the ground. Yet
the bush continues to produce endlessly. The
cycle of life and death in nature is symbolised
by the Camellia and revered in Japan. This
subject was found at a church in North Sydney.
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80

White Death #2

watercolour on
paper
25 x 22cm
$700

Ayano Seymour

Lynne Sung

Climate change and industrial farming
practices have increasingly affected the
natural treasure that is the Great Barrier Reef.
This year coral bleaching has reached critical
proportions. I hope this artwork reminds the
viewer of the fragility of the reef and the very
real possibility that it might disappear forever.

Brooke Thompson

81

Upwelling
(phoenician blue)
acrylics & crayon on
board
80 x 60cm
$1,400

My drawings begin by a body of water - a
pond, swamp, stream or ocean. Water being
a metaphor for life in flux. This drawing is
inspired by the Bonney Upwelling in South
West Victoria, with the change in ocean
currents precipitating a chain reaction of
events from the arrival of krill, the fish and
whales.

Alex Thorby

82

Transient

84

Folded Fragments

oil on canvas
30 x 30cm
NFS

Exploring environmental and cultural
concerns; a child’s plastic clam-shell toy has
taken on greater significance, becoming a
vessel that carries people across oceans to
the island, Australia. Whereas the plastic itself,
also floats it’s way across oceans arriving on
what were once pristine shores.

Katie Turnbull

Clare Unger
ceramic
dimensions variable
$60 (small) $80
(large) each

I have referenced a collection of appliqué
textiles, handmade by my mother and a great
aunt, to create this artwork. By utilising disused
items of clothing and other domestic fabrics to
imprint the clay, each individual piece triggers
a memory, as I remember a person, place or
event associated with it.

83

The Arctic is an Eye
HD Video 6:45min

This part film, part data
visualisation is an exploration of the curatorial
theme of climate change, specifically in the
Arctic Circle. It depicts environmental data
and responses from climate change opinion
polls embedded into the Arctic landscape.

Georgia WallaceCrabbe

85

The Earth and the
Elements
5 channel HD video
25mins
NFS

A five-channel multi-screen video installation
that examines the movement of coal and iron
ore between Australia and China. Focussing
on the Five Elements (Wu Xing)—Wood (木),
Fire (火), Earth (土 ), Metal (金), and Water (
水)—the work reflects on the two countries’
interconnectedness and environmental
impacts of this exchange.
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Sally West

86

HMAS Waterhen Plein Air

I chose to respond to a particular physical
feature of the Coal Loader. As a plein air painter
I work on site creating a direct response to
the subject, in this case, HMAS Waterhen. On
this day I set-up at Berry Island. The day was
overcast, still and mild. The date was 30.8.16.
Representeed by Fellia Melas Gallery

87

Home Show (not
so truly loved)
watercolour cut
outs
80 x 80cm
NFS

Home Show (not so truly loved) is a little
acknowledgement of what I call our object
gluttony. It is about the discarded stuff we
once found useful, lovingly collect, consume
daily or anxiously possess to be admired by or
to distract from our own worlds by filling it up.
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88

CL - Black,
Dioxazine Purple,
Neutral Grey 7 &
Pyrrole Orange

oil on canvas
45 x 45cm
$990

Sandra
Winkworth

Yioryios

aluminium & acrylic paint
66 x 45 x 56cm
$2,200

My artwork looks at deconstructing
architecture, using and reforming its abstract
properties. I have used the inherent patterns
from the Coal Loading Tunnel to create a
seamlessly fluid sculpture that is almost
painterly in form.
Represented by Artereal Gallery

Tianli Zu

89

Dust shadow
papercut by hand,
charcoal & wood
76 x 56cm
$1,200

Zu employs her signature cut-out style,
drawing on social phenomena and concerns.
Dust shadow responds to the air pollution
crisis by portraying a dust-poisoned lung,
illuminated by a miner’s headlamp, which
towers over the historic mining site of the
Coal Loader, surrounded by bushland, water
and polluted air.

PUBLIC PROGR AM

SATURDAY 18 MARCH
Artist Talks, 11am
Join exhibiting aritsts Kassandra Bossell, Gabrielle Bates & David
Hashimoto, Gloria Florez, Stephen Hall, Di Holdsworth, Debbie
Mackinnon, Mark O’Ryan, Helen Earl and Denese Oates.

SUNDAY 19 MARCH
Creative Lantern Making Workshop, 10am – 4pm
Create a beautiful lantern using the simple technique of building with
bamboo, cane and tissue paper. The lanterns can be constructed in
animals, sea creatures or abstract shapes and you can leave them white
or paint them with bright colours to create a coloured glow once lit
up. Just have fun! Bring along an old shirt or clothes you don’t mind
getting glue and paint on, secateurs if you have them, ideas or sketches
about what shape of lantern you would like to make and your lunch.
Tutor: Kassandra Bossell
Ages 12 + / no experience required / non toxic materials provided
Bookings essential: http://www.trybooking.com/120705

SATURDAY 25 MARCH
Artist Talks, 11am
Join exhibiting aritsts Nicole de Mestre, Liz Shreeve, Sofie Dieu, Clare
Unger, Odette Ireland, Jane Gillings, Ingrid Morley, Kath Fries and
Jayanto Damanik Tan.

SUNDAY 26 MARCH
Kids Creative Workshops
Express Yourself: experiement with pen and ink,
10.30am – 1.30pm
A fun and creative workshop where you will use handmade bamboo
drawing implements and black inks to create expressive and dynamic
drawings of plant forms. Learn more about the plants and their forms
and be creative and experiment at the same time. Drawings can be
representational, abstract, detailed, loose or funny!
Tutor: Brooke Thompson
Ages 4 - 12
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Earth to Earth: playing in clay, 1.30pm – 4.30pm
Calling all Earthlings! In your mission to green the planet you’ll create
your own unique clay planter vessel to transport a seedling to Earth.
To make your amazing vessel you’ll be coiling, pinching, rolling and
stamping clay. Place it in a garden and watch it slowly return to Earth
leaving a beautiful plant behind. Your Mission is accomplished!
Tutor: Suzanne Davey
Ages 4 - 12

*ALL ACTIVITIES ARE FREE

ART MONTH NORTHSIDE

Highlights from ART MONTH SYDNEY 2017
events on the Northside

WEDNESDAY 1 MARCH
Domestic Goddess Exhibition
Incinerator Art Space, 2 Small St, Willoughby
Exhibition runs 1-26 March I willoughby.nsw.gov.au/whats-on/
visual-arts---culture

The Secret Exhibition
contact sheet, 60 Atchison St, St Leonards
Exhibition runs 1-18 March I contactsheet.com.au

SATURDAY 4 MARCH
cre8tiv Open Gallery & Studios
Cre8tiv Studios, 27 Atchison St, St Leonards
10am-3pm I facebook/com/cre8tivStudiosStLeonards

Journey of Expectation
traffic jam galleries, 41 Military Rd, Neutral Bay
Exhibition opening 3pm-5pm I Exhibition runs 2-23 March
trafficjamgalleries.com

Land, Sea & Sky Exhibition by Debbie Mackinnon
& Fiona Verity
me.Gallery, 25 Atchison St, St Leonards
Exhibition runs 4-29 March I facebook.com/me.artspace

WEDNESDAY 8 MARCH
When One Just Isn’t Enough: Silicone Mould Making with
Bridget Kennedy
Studio 20/17, 53 Ridge St, North Sydney
3pm-4pm I projectspace.studio2017.com.au

SATURDAY 11 MARCH
Open Studios, Artist Talks & Demonstrations
Cre8tiv Studios, 27 Atchison St, St Leonards
10am-3pm I facebook.com/cre8tivStudiosStLeonards

Free Drawing Workshops and Open Studios
me.Gallery, 25 Atchison St, St Leonards
10am-4pm I facebook.com/me.artspace
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ART MONTH NORTHSIDE

WEDNESDAY 15 MARCH
Drawing Bootcamp (booking essential)
me.Gallery, 25 Atchison St, St Leonards
10am-12.30pm I facebook.com/me.artspace

THURSDAY 16 MARCH
High Tea & Talk (booking essential)
Incinerator Art Space, 2 Small St, Willoughby
11am-12.30pm I willoughby.nsw.gov.au/whats-on/visual-arts--culture

FRIDAY 17 MARCH
Face to Face: Project 504 Open Studio
6-8pm, Project 504, 657 Pacific Highway, St Leonards
project504.com.au

SATURDAY 18 MARCH
Open Studios, Artist Talks & Demonstrations
Cre8tiv Studios, Ground floor, 27 Atchison St, St Leonards
10am-3pm l facebook/com/cre8tivStudiosStLeonards

WEDNESDAY 22 MARCH
Home Exhibition
contact sheet, 60 Atchison St, St Leonards
Exhibition runs 22 March-4 April I contactsheet.com.au

FRIDAY 24 MARCH
The 2017 Block Party: Living Works of Art
Atchison Lane, St Leonards
5pm-10pm | brandx.org.au
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X

X The Coal Loader
Trains - Waverton
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